THIRD RACE

Hawthorne

6 FURLONGS. (1.07¦) SHOWTIME DEB S. Purse $125,000 (includes $25,000 Other Sources ) FOR
FILLIES, TWO YEARS OLD.

NOVEMBER 10, 2012
Value of Race: $108,300 Winner $64,980; second $21,660; second $10,830; fourth $5,415; fifth $3,249; sixth $2,166.
$54,560.00 Exacta Pool $34,163.00 Trifecta Pool $29,666.00 Superfecta Pool $16,255.00
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í-Dead Heat.
OFF AT 3:15 Start Good. Won driving. Track muddy (Sealed).
TIME :21¨, :45¨, :58¨, 1:12© (:21.69, :45.63, :58.75, 1:12.98)

Odds $1

6.60
9.10
2.00
1.40
4.10
17.70

6 -JULMAE
15.20 5.20
5.20
3 -íMAGDALENKA
5.00
9.60
5 -íINDYGO KISS
2.40
3.20
$2�EXACTA�6-3�PAID�$70.00 $2�EXACTA�6-5�PAID�$17.20
$2�TRIFECTA�6-3-5�PAID�$249.80 $2�TRIFECTA�6-5-3�PAID�$177.60
$1�SUPERFECTA�6-3-5-4�PAID�$173.60 $1�SUPERFECTA�6-5-3-4�PAID�$165.20

$2 Mutuel Prices:

B. f, (Apr), by Proud Citizen - Defuhr , by Langfuhr . Trainer Wainwright John C. Bred by Terry L Morgan DVM (Ill).

JULMAE took up a position four wide in the second flight tracking the pacesetter unhurried in the opening quarter, continued
with a willing advance racing in tandem with a rival outside foes racing into upper stretch, was bumped repeatedly near the
three sixteenths marker to midstretch but continued with a steady late response to resolutely prevail under firm handling.
MAGDALENKA led the second flight on a narrow margin tracking the leader racing a bit off the inside in the opening stages,
made a steady advance to challenge for command nearing upper stretch, gained the advantage approaching the furlong marker
but couldn't contain the winner's final bid while finishing on even terms with a rival for second. INDYGO KISS settled in last a bit
off the inside in the opening quarter, came around a tiring foe to gain contention after four and a half furlongs, split foes just off
the inside leaving the furlong marker, shifted inside the leaders to challenge for command nearest the rail in the final sixteenth
and was just outfinished while gaining terms with a rival for place honors on the wire. FIFTH OF APRIL tracked the pacesetter
three deep between foes in the second flight, advanced to striking distance in that path in tandem with the eventual winner racing
into upper stretch, shifted out bumping that foe near the three sixteenths marker to midstretch and was shuffled in close quarters
late while failing to sustain her momentum. LILUCK sprinted to the lead from the break, set the pace along the inside to upper
stretch and gave way once headed leaving the furlong marker. BEERTENT BABY was a brief factor inside foes in the second flight
but dropped out early.
Owners- 1, Morgan Sharon R; 2, Rokicki Henry W; 3, Asiel Stable; 4, Bob Gary Racing LLC; 5, Gallagher Anne; 6, Payne Arlisa
Trainers- 1, Wainwright John C; 2, Gore Terrel; 3, Silva Carlos H; 4, Scherer Richard R; 5, Bentler Don; 6, Rainwater Bradlee
$2 Pick Three (4-10-6) Paid $273.00 ; Pick Three Pool $9,284 .
$2 Daily Double (10-6) Paid $49.20 ; Daily Double Pool $5,227 .
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